THE INTERCHURCH COUPLE:
WITNESS TO COMMUNION WITHIN DIVISION
I. INTRODUCTION
It was Holy Saturday. Traditionally, in the Greek Orthodox Church, members come before
dawn on this day to receive communion. The church was overflowing, even in the parking lot.
The priest had been feeding communion to the people for a couple of hours; many of them,
people he hadn’t seen in church since the previous Easter. He observed a man and woman
approaching together with their three children. The man told him how much they wanted to
receive communion as a family, and that they’d all kept the fast, though his wife was Catholic, he
and the children Orthodox. The priest explained he could not give the wife communion. Visibly
upset, the man declined to receive at all since his wife could not, and the family left together,
unfed. The priest found himself wishing they hadn’t told him she was not Orthodox.
In another church on another day in the same city, a man and woman were coming with her
parents to Catholic Mass. The couple was there to meet with the priest, who was to marry them;
the fiancée and her family were Protestant. The couple remembers the priest’s handing them,
with little introduction, “the red book” which contained rules for reception of communion and
celebration of Mass, without any word of welcome. The man in the couple, a lifelong Catholic,
remained in the pew with his fiancée’s family during communion, and they all left together,
unfed1.
What are these couples carrying in such moments of silent tragedy? Why does their desire
to remain together trump their desire to receive communion? By their union, which includes
belonging to two separated Christian communities, they carry in a special way the wound of
Christian division and the reality of the “real, but imperfect communion” among Christian
communities. A prime work of the modern ecumenical movement has been to remind churches
not to be content with the present situation of division, but to remember it is scandalous and
painful. For interchurch couples, it may be harder to forget the pain of division than to remember
it. Here is at once a pastoral need, all too often unmet, and a hidden resource which may also be
an agent of urgency and transformation in the quest for full, visible Christian unity.
This paper draws on three sources to examine the interchurch couple as domestic witness
to communion among divided churches: first, reflections of interchurch couples themselves2;
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second, contributions of couple-dynamic studies in family-systems theory, through therapist
David Schnarch3; third, some basic concepts of Catholic communion ecclesiology, through the
work of Walter Kasper and Jean-Marie Tillard4.
II. COUPLE DYNAMICS AND COMMUNION
When two people marry, as priest-psychiatrist Dr. George Freemesser observed, two
universes collide5. When two Christians of different denominations marry, do two churches
collide? The couple find themselves simultaneously in communion (through the marriage) and
out of communion (ecclesially). The couple sets out on a dangerous journey in little-charted
waters, but they also are explorers whose adventures and discoveries can change and benefit their
communities. As a theologian and therapist, I find it blindingly clear: Christian couples must
work out the meaning of communion, not in the universal or the abstract but in the practical,
earthly experience of day-to-day life in all its aspects, one day at a time. Even in their struggles
and failures along the way, they can be witnesses and teachers, not to mention cross-bearers, and
pilgrims who make the path by walking it.
Without using the term “communion”, couple sex therapist David Schnarch describes the
healthy marital relationship: as both wife and husband gradually let go their fear of being flawed
or unworthy, they learn to “hold on to themselves”, rather than depending on the other for
identity and self-worth. Ironically, the more they are able to let their weaknesses and
vulnerabilities become part of the relationship, the more they are strengthened as a couple.
Schnarch sees “differentiation” as the goal and work of couple life: “the process by which we
become more uniquely ourselves by maintaining ourselves in relationship with those we love” –
not a trait, but a lifelong process of “taking our own shape”6. Couples are often undifferentiated
as individuals, which may lead to their being fused or disconnected as a couple7. They become
frustrated and lonely, either losing self in favour of the other, or ignoring the other in favour of
self. Schnarch believes self is developed in relation to the other. Differentiation means finding a
real meeting-place that involves the essence of each person, spirit and body, such that neither is
forgotten, ignored nor absorbed into the other but both are truly present in their differentness; a
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reality that the couple does not create, but enters into; by which healing and transformation take
place8.
Several elements of Schnarch’s non-religious approach to couple dynamics are relevant to
our concept of communion. First, he sees the relationship as involving both flesh and spirit9. For
example, he finds that often couples do not wish to be “seen” by each other, literally and
figuratively; the barrier is not perceived lack of desirability in the partner, but rather in the self.
The spouses prefer to hide themselves, even in physical intimacy; hence they never really meet,
and become frustrated, angry or despondent – or one of the spouses may look outside the
marriage for intimacy. A common Schnarch intervention is to encourage them to keep their eyes
open in physical intimacy, starting with kissing. The spouses thereby become more comfortable
in themselves, and less imprisoned by distorted self-image, fear of rejection, and lack of selfworth. Thus the barrier becomes a doorway, the capacity for an “I-Thou” relationship
dramatically increased, and the couple’s sexual life becomes a means of interpersonal
communication rather than a place of mutual hiding and wounding10.
Second, couple communion involves every aspect of life. Schnarch finds that, by hearing
about their sexual dynamics, he can understand their relational dynamics, in all its dimensions:
the inter-personal dynamics are reflected in the sexual dynamic. For the couple in difficulty, this
may feel like the problem, as their troubles seem to show up everywhere and they can find fewer
and fewer ways to escape. For the therapist, however, it means the couple is more likely to seek
healing, and allow it to touch their whole lives, which become the field of work and potential
transformation.
Thus, Schnarch’s approach takes the mystery of communion into the earthiness of daily
life. In marriage, the transcendent and interpersonal dimensions can seem swallowed up by the
practical, the very sphere in which couples must live11, leaving no time or energy to focus on the
couple relationship. A key element of the therapeutic process is simply that it carves out a sacred
space for the couple’s life of communion ad intra, and opens it ad extra by inviting the therapist
into that communion12. Communion is bigger than the couple – not that which they create, but
that in which they partake.
Fourth, this work of communion is a lifetime process. Schnarch likes to ask, in public
lectures, “At what age do men/women reach their sexual prime?” noting that eventually someone
will answer, “sixty” – because a person more self-possessed and able to disclose is a person more
capable of profound intimacy13. Finally, Schnarch works not by avoiding tensions and conflicts,
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but by entering into them (even amplifying them) so as to discover the teaching hidden within
them. Therefore he also emphasizes the power of long-term commitment, which gives the couple
the space and context to stay with conflicts, rather than running from them, as couples are so
creative at finding ways to do.
III. COUPLE COMMUNION AND COMMUNION ECCLESIOLOGY
If the mystery of marriage ad intra can be said to be the mystery of communion lived out
within a couple, how is this communion expressed ad extra, in the larger context in which the
couple lives14? For the Christian couple, the ad extra includes the larger reality of church
communion. When both spouses are baptized into the Catholic Church, according to Catholic
ecclesiology, their larger context is full communion with the perfect communion of the Church15.
When the spouses are baptized into different Christian churches, the larger context is, at best, one
of “real but imperfect communion”16. These separated Christian communities are challenged and
potentially enriched by the ad intra of the couple’s shared life. Walter Kasper reminds us that, in
the ecclesiology of the Second Vatican Council, though other images may seem to predominate,
all of them are based on communion ecclesiology17.
First, communion implies both a “vertical” and a “horizontal” dimension, that is, humanity
in communion with God and therefore in communion with one another. The horizontal dimension
includes mission to humanity and creation, and continuity with the apostles and all generations.
Second, it is worked out in day-to-day existence. Kasper observes that “ecumenism of love” and
“ecumenism of truth” must be complemented by “ecumenism of life”, that is, the way we live in
the world. Though he does not mention the life of the interchurch couple, theirs is a prime place
in which communion between churches unfolds in day-to-day living, and thereby opens new
ways of receiving each other in love and truth. “We cannot share the Eucharistic bread without
also sharing our daily bread”, says Kasper. The interchurch couple shares daily bread; can that
bring their churches closer to sharing the Eucharistic bread? One Catholic-Protestant couple
noted that they have become the first interchurch couple, in their parish, to be part of the
baptismal and adult baptism preparation teams: “we are very blessed”, they write; “ … what we
have is very special [to share these denominations]”18.
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As Jean-Marie Tillard observes, communion is an interpersonal reality – by opening
oneself to others, one enters into one’s own character as image and likeness of God, and so can
enter into communion with the other19. And it is an ecclesial reality – the communion among
local churches realizes the full ecclesial nature of each local church20. Communion is of the
essence of the church, not additional to it: “humanity is truly itself only in communion”21, says
Tillard, and by the church’s life in communion each baptized person enters into reconciliation
and salvation.
Tillard is strongly aware of sin, weakness, poverty, and misery as part of the real human
context, including the ecclesial context22. True communion does not reject the other in his
weakness and sinfulness, but rather reaches into poverty and so transforms it. It is communion “in
the victory over hatred”23. The isolation, misery, and even non-existence of humanity are taken
up into salvation. Ecclesial communion itself has always been marked by tension and conflict24; it
is an eschatological reality experienced already in the here-and-now but not yet fully.
These aspects of communion ecclesiology have echoes in Schnarch’s exposition of couple
relations: as involving every aspect of life, flesh and spirit; as participation in a bigger reality; as
a lifelong process; as embracing both strength and weakness, beauty and uncomeliness; as
accepting and transforming tensions, sadness and misery. However, communion, in its Scriptural
and theological foundations and in its sacramentality, refers not only to “togetherness” or
“community” but to participation in the life of the divine Trinity – a key patristic concept25. And
“the summit of communion is participation in the Eucharist”26. By this participation, we are
brought into the reconciliation and re-creation accomplished in the crucifixion and resurrection.
How much do couples, struggling to live the daily life of communion, need to hear and receive
this horizon of Hope! Our North American context of rampant individualism, isolation, violence,
loneliness, and despair is witnessed by statistics on suicide rates, numbers taking anti-depressant
medications, domestic abuse, abuse of substances such as alcohol and drugs (legal or illegal).
Christians who marry dare to defy these statistics and this fragmentation by committing their
lives to faith that communion can take flesh in our world. Asked if she had any fears about
marrying someone of a different denomination, a Catholic who married a Protestant responded:
“No major fears. I had trust in my mate and our relationship”27. How much do interchurch
couples, carrying a legacy of schism and division they did not create, need the larger church
communion to acknowledge their special role and breathe back a witness that communion is real
and possible – not a theory, but a present experience.
IV. COUPLE COMMUNION AND IMPERFECT CHURCH COMMUNION
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Christian theology thus opens out a whole new horizon for the couple, unveiling the nature
of reality as participation in the life of the Trinity, and Christian marriage as a particular, and
particularly significant, way of working out that participation already on earth, awaiting the “not
yet”. The interchurch couples can become instruments of interchurch communion. Another
Protestant-Catholic couple writes that they have been enriched by participating in each other’s
liturgical services but “doing so also regularly confirms that we have chosen the denomination
that suits us best”; husband deeply living the Catholic tradition, wife deeply living as a United
Church of Canada member, and having the courage to receive deeply each other’s traditions and,
especially, each other’s love of their own tradition28.
Ecumenical work, too, has highlighted communion theology. Kasper notes that the
ecumenical dialogues of the past thirty-five years have, without preconceived plan, centered on
communion, adding that the distinction today is not between communion and non-communion –
we are already in communion through Christ – but rather, between full and incomplete
communion29. The “real but imperfect communion” which Vatican II and subsequent Catholic
teaching have acknowledged between the Catholic Church and other Christian churches is a place
of hope and life; but it can also be a painful and dangerous place, especially in the most profound
moment of ecclesial communion, namely Eucharist itself. Interchurch relations have continued
and developed even though it is often in this deepest expression of communion that the
unyielding nature of church division is experienced most powerfully30. Interchurch couples, like
the two described in our introduction, may be unprepared for the power of that sword of division
which runs right through their couple. The primitive sense of Christian marriage was an initially
legal contract, sealed in the couple’s reception of communion together with blessing of the
Bishop at the next Sunday’s Eucharist. Today, our churches’ differing understandings of
communion is one of the fundamental church divides. No wonder the ad extra of separation and
division may weigh heavily on the interchurch couple’s life. One Catholic-Protestant couple
described church as “the box” – subsequently expanded to “the concrete box”. The Orthodox
wife in an Orthodox-Protestant couple writes: “[My husband] also feels an outsider because of
his ignorance about Orthodoxy (he just hasn’t shown interest in learning although he is very
generous about participating with me) and because he is excluded from the Eucharist which has
always been important to both of us for spiritual nourishment and communion with God. This is
very hard for him and for me”31.
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For example, a Catholic-Orthodox couple each remained active in their own churches’
liturgical and community life, leaving little time to visit each other’s. As a result, she had little
inner experience of Orthodoxy, and always felt alien in his church; he, meanwhile, came to
Catholic liturgy only as a visitor and outsider, even to his Catholic children. A ProtestantCatholic couple found it difficult to discern which was interpersonal and which was interchurch
in their relationship: for him, attending Bible study regularly was essential, but when she went for
his sake she could not feel part of the process; for her, attending liturgy was indispensable, but
when he went for her sake he could not experience the closeness to God that he found in studying
the Scriptures. Did the churches’ disconnection pry them apart, or did it only highlight a gap that
already existed between them? Was it a personal difference, a church difference, or some of
both? They continued to attend their own church activities separately, but wistfully. If the
churches’ division is not actually a negative influence in such instances, at least it fails to be a
positive one; as one husband expressed it, their couple is affected “not so much negatively
(because I have made our relationship the top priority, and rightly so), but rather for the lack of a
positive (the chance to share more together)”32.
Nonetheless, much has changed, and rapidly, in regard to our view of interchurch couples.
Growing up on the Canadian prairies in the 1930s, my mother, raised Catholic by her Catholic
mother, spent her childhood praying that her Lutheran father would not go to hell. Though her
family suffered from the centripetal forces of their respective churches, the centrifugal force of
their married life – and their shared love of Christ – held them together; the pain of their ecclesial
non-communion was eased by the communion of faith they lived in their understanding and in
their way of life. Many couples who completed the questionnaire emphasized that the couple
relationship itself provided the solid base that helped them carry the church division. This
affirmation is a positive witness for the strength of couple communion; but it implicitly asks the
churches what they are doing to help couples carry the burden they did not seek out. Why is it
that therapists working in the secular world are doing the work of assisting couples to live in
communion, whereas the churches seem at times to forget that when it blesses a couples’
marriage, it makes a commitment to that couple; for an interchurch couple, two churches commit
to the couple, and thereby in some way to one another – or at least, to the one Christ who unites
them.
V. CONCLUSION
These couples mostly come together with the blessing of both church communities, who
nevertheless may fail to help when the couple finds itself in difficulties or even on the verge of
dissolution, and may lose the benefit of their witness and experience. The secular world of couple
therapy has begun to probe ways in which couple communion can break, and has sought ways to
help heal the brokenness and open out a life of more profound communion than the couple knew
before. As one couple told me, after engaging in the therapeutic process: “We have discovered a
connection between us we’d never experienced in our fifteen years together”. If the Christian
marriage opens the couple to the ultimate horizon of participation in the divine life as the real
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meaning of communion, cannot our Christian churches even more deeply find ways to assist
couples in healing where they have broken, and learn from couples who are working out
communion in the most intimate aspects of human life? Can our imperfect communion be made
fuller and more complete by receiving the lived witness of interchurch couples?
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